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INTRODUCTION

This booklet is intended to help school personnel, parents, students

and members of the community understand concepts and research relating

'to testing in public schools. ,What drier-topic than tests could there

°be? But what issue has capturea the attention of the public and, at the

same time, inspired so much anxiety? Eveh the least interested citizen

must be aware of the growing use of testing in American public education.

And tests are used for several purposes. At many schools today, children

are expected to passk numerous formal. tests. Their Performance is believed

to indicate students' level of academic,achievement, and in urn, to

reflect the quality Of teaching and organizati-On of the s chl
e,

l.

Tests a14e im0Ortant because they fulfill three general functions.

-,First, they allow for some aspects of education tdIbecome public. Test

. .
Or

t

findings are often reported in the newspapers and frequently find their

way into politi.cal discussion on loc*al, state, and national levels.

Even though we will later address the degree to which findings do provide

public access to the,products of education, they nonetheless are assumed

to permit insight.into.the quality of educational efforts. This insight

relates c)osely to accountability, which is the second general uSe of

tests. Test performance allows the public not only to monitor the

schools but to act collectively to assign-responsibility and to express

expections for improvement. In adaition., as schooling has come to serve

many diverse purposes, testing has come to be seen as a mechanism for

pulling out from the complicated curriculum those areas regarded to be

of most significance. In this way, people have assumed that haVing

tests assures that the schools have standards of quality, and this

1
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implicit setting of standards is tfie third general reason for testing.

:These.three general uses77public'access, accountability, and standards--

relate to-testing in its broadest conception.

Tests are also assumed to be useful for specific purpos es. In this

discussion of tests, only achievement tests will be'treated. SLch tests

are used presumably to assess the subject matter and skills that students

have'learned. Other types of tests--for example, aptitude tests (used t

predict whatareas a student might be good in) or attitudinal measures

O.,

(used to find out how a student feels about self, school, and others)--are,

popLlar but do not have the extended use of achievement tests. (For the

reader interested in following,up on a range of testing issues, there is

a selected bibliography and glossary at the end of this booklet.)

'The specific functions of tests are many aril may be divided into

two categories: (1) tests whose results directly affect the students

who take them; and (2) tests whose findings affect the instructional

. program. _

TESTILSE WITH DIRECT,EFFECTS ON STUDENTS

There are at feast three kinds of tests in the category of direct

'effects:

O Tests of certification

O Tests of seTection

O 'Tests for placement

Tests of Certification

Certification tests allow students to become credentialed. Certi-

fi.cation tests have long functioned in the professional fields, such as

2
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,
law, where a Bar Examination must be passed, or in medicine, where state

3

certification examinationS are required. In many places, teachers are ;

required to pass a test to be certified. Certification has always

operated in an informal way in the schools. Passing a final examination

in algebra meant that a student was acknowledged as having necessary

skills and concepts taught in that course. What is new in edaCation,

least in the intensity and speed with which they are being implemented,'

are formal tests for certification of public education. 'Called "com- '

petency" r."proficiency" tests, theseimeasures are administered ,o

certify minimum skills acquirecrby students.. Sometimes these tests are

administered to assure a competency level which would allow a student

to receive a high school diploma, an actual certificate. In other
I.

situations, these sorts of tests are sused to permit promotiori from one

grade to another, and to counter the oonoern that students are being

promoted based on their age and other social reasons rather than on

their ability. Approximately 40 states have competency tests under

development or in plaeeIllese tests sometimes are locally developed by'

school districts to reflect needs of tfle.community and in other cases

-

are developed by the state, where a single test is used as a standard

for all students in that state. Accompanying these tests are expecta-

tions that students, if they go not perform well, will receive

appropriate remediation.

Competency tests have been Criticized,gn a number of grounds.

FirSt, there is concern th'at a single test is not a sufficient basis for

deciding on something as important as whether a student graduat from

high school. Alltts make mistakes about stueants. The error in

testing sometihes comes from the way the test items themselves are

3
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developed:the way a student might feel on a given day, or conditions

under which the test is administered. In addition.to error, competency

tests have been criticized because they appear to shift the entire

A burdenilfor performance clearly to the shoulders of the student, rather

than requiring schools to stlare the burden. On an individual, student-

by-student basis, student responsibility for performance is important;

but it should be clear that if great numbers, fail carefully developed

'tests, it.will not be long before the public discerns that some of the

responsibility for failure belongs to the instructional programs in the

schools.

Since a central point in discussing the purposes of testing.is to

give the-public an understanding of What is going on in the schools,

some educators strongly believe that the tests used to provide such

information, and in turn to make important decfsions,,ought to be pub-

licly available. But there'are counter arguments in support of test

secrecy, and they revolve around.two general concerns, First, if tests

are public, will teachers "teach" to'them? There have been reports in

the past of testing prograMs whose intantions were compromised.by teachers

who gave stUdents direct drill and practice on the actual test items

appearing on the test. The-effect of such practice is to reduce the

complexity of a body.of.curriculum to something that can be readily

memorized to pass a test.

Another criticism of public access to tests reflects an economic

concern. Tests which were published after administration (to avoid the

direct drill and practice potential described above) would require the

repetitious development of similar test items. Since test development

is not such a quick or easy business, public access to tests would

4



require ccittly development activity. In addition, much of the control'of

test development at present is in the hands of private test.development

companies. ThuS, the public financial outlay would be heavy. However,

recent experience with error'S found after publication iuggests.the cost

may be Worthwhile.

Sobe advocates of public testing take an intermediate view between

direct publishing of all test materials and the secrecy with which much

of certification testing proceeds at present. Theif' argument is as

follows: if the test is meastring concepts .or skills which are truly

important, then it should be possible to describe clearly what the test

has in it. They argue that publishing the specifications Which tuide

test development and sample items might be sufficient to meet the need

for public access.. Again, the utility of such specifications would

depend upon the importance of the topic and skill being tested; for; as

in the case of test items, test specifications are also cotly to develob

Thus, the economic concerns would thenItend to favor development of test

specifications for more important areas, an outcome that critics taking

the intermediate position would support. Whether advocating public

'ACess to the entire test or to specifications and sample items, 3ome

educators argue that there is no other way to assure that teachers and

students understand what is expected of them.

Other isues in the competency testing .areas relate to the queWon

of how many sources of information should be used to make an important

decision. In some states, the competency test has become the single

standard which is used for decision purposes such as graduation. In

other situations, students who fail the test are given alternative means

of securing a diploma (or promotion). In some cases, other sources of

5
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information on the student--teacher reports, counselors judgments, and

other performance records--contribute to the decision. Those who argue

for using multiple information sources do so on the basis of fairness.

Their opponents, however:often counter with the argument that the

performance standard set for competency tests is usually very low (typi-

'cally, 8th grade reading ability suffices for high school competency),

and thus anybody with marginal competency, ought to be able to achieve at

that level!

Tests of Selection

A second form of tests with direct effect on students are tests of

selection. Such tests are typically used to address the problem of

resource allocation. Assuming that there are only limited spades in a-

program or college, for instance, a test might.be used to'select the

most qualified students. Or, perhaps, if special funds were-available

to remediate students with the poorest reading performance, a selection

test mfght be used to determine who needed help the most. Selection

tests differ from certification tests in that the.problem they address

is "who is best (pr worse)?" 'rather than "what can a particular person

do?" Selection tests are comparative, and the results.they provide

often relate to a "norm" or standard group. TheSe tests a're.sometimes

called norm-referenced tests (NRT). Common selection tests are those

administered to evaluate students' admission status for colleges (like

the Scholast4t Aptitude Test or the College Entrance Examination Boards).

Because tests of this sort clearly impact on students' opportunities,

mahy of these measures are being examined for test bias. That is, are

identifiable groups of students performing less well on these tests

6



because of reasons thought to be outside the test content, such as dif-

ferences in cultural perspectives? In later cec.eions, we will explore

some oY the ideas related to test bias for these and other kinds of

'tests.

Students' performance on selection tests is usually reported in

terms of where a student stands in relation to the average score. On

the SAT, for examPle, the average score or a typical group of students

was 500. A score of 550'means ttie student was above average for the

norm, group; a score of 700 means the student was well above average.

There are tables.which allow these scores to be translated into per-

centiles, so sometimes scores on tests of selection are reported in

percentile rank. If a student°S score falls in the 88th percentile,

-this means that 88 percent of the students taking the test scored below

that student. A 15th percentile rank means that 15 percent of students

tOing the test 'erformed less well. It is important to keep in mind

that percentile score does not mean 88 (or 15) percent knowledae, or 88

(or 15) percentright answers. 'grhese scores are always interpretW

relation to how other people have done on the test.

Even though the purposes of selection tests are suhosed to b.,

: limited, they often providespeneral information about ho4 people are

doing. For example, there was Much publi.: interest n the report of the

declining scores on the Scholastic Aptitude Test, where students' average

scores droPped cOnsittentlY below aoo, which had been the average n

earliel years.. While such tests usually Consist of: broadly based abil-

itY item:, inferences aboc school program effectiveness can .generally

be made. For this reason, a number of study' groups were formed to

investigate the potential reasons for the drop in SAT scores.,



Tests for Placement

In addition to certification tests and selection tests there are

also tests of placement. These tests are used to decide where a student

will receive educational opportunity most consistent with his/her abil-
,

ity.. Some placement tests are diagnostic. They are developed against

a specific field of information or set of skills. Students who do not

possess given skills are then placed so that they will receive appropriate,

instruction. This kind of placement test requires careAJ description

of what-a student's performance means, so that proper instruction, may be

made available. Other placement tests are more gerteral. They determine

holistudInts are performing in tPrms of a genera average, such as the

average reading score of children in the fifth grade. As such, they

tend to be less descriptive, and_provide only an overall.estimat of

where a child might profit most from instruction. Supplementing these

tests with good diagnostic tests would'seem to be a'suitable tactic...

Almost all students encounter tests of the three types--certifica-

tion, selection, and placement--during their school years. In fact,

these tests prodably represent only a small portion of the testing an

individual und'Irgoe as part of school. Intelligence tests, attitude

sc.ales, and aptitude measures are also given, and most teachers develoR

anU administer their own informal assessment procedures to find out

where a student stands with respect to a particular skill. 'By asking

questions of students or providing them with a small task to perform,

the teacher is able to make inferences about their abilities. Teachers

frequently devise their own formal tests as well, using multiple choice =

or other formats. "Tests" may also take the form of essays, projects;

8
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and other activities assigned and evaluated by teachers. So it is clear

, that testing occupies.a good deal of attention in school programs:

TEST USE WITH INDIRECT EFFECTS ON STUDENTS

Beyond the tests developed specifically for decisions about indi-

vidual students, tests are used for a number of other purposes. Test .

information can be used to make judgments about the quality of an

instructional program or the quality of the teaching staff, or tO

validate the worth of a curriculum or specific practices. When tests

are used in these ways, th'ey are providing "evaluation" information to

someone, usually an administrator of the program in question. For

instance, public agencies often develop new programs to address problems

of literacy or other areas of academic performance. They test students

and attempt to infer from the test information whether the program is.

II working," which is often taken to mean that it improves students'

achidvement.

Many people in.the field of evaluation object to the use of test

scores as the exclusive basis for.concluding that a program does or does

not work. They say that wa must alsq find out if the program in question,

is being used or "implemented"'as intended before we can make an infer-

ence from test performance. Similarly, although the use of students'

test performance to evaluate teaching would seem tote a good idea,

comparisons among teachers assume that the teachers are working in

similar settings. It is easy ta understand how one :teacher might have

better instructional materials, or students who were better prepared in

a previous grade, or a more sympathetic and helpful principal than a

colleague does. Differences on any of these, dnd many other dimensions, ,

9
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would make the use of student test scores to evaluate teaching a diffi-
f,

cult proposition to defend. The same% perhaps repetitious, argument' can

be made about using test results to evaluate a new curriculum. Some-

timeg materials and procedures are not actually used as planned and

-thus test performance alone presents an incomplete picfure about their

effectiveness.

While much more remains to be said, and has been by others, about

the various uses df-tests, the issues selected for discussion in this

booklet are meant to provide a picture of how much testing there actually

is in schools. One school administrator recently reported publicly that .

students in his district spent about 70 hours taking formal tests for

certification, placement, and evaluation purposes. This figure did not

include teacher made tests and other informal assessments, nor the tests

that come as part of many curricula. Devoting 70 hours to formal testing

takes on meaning when one compares it with the amount of time devoted to

reading instruction, 180 hours, over the entire elementary school year.

Obviously, if testing is taking so'much of students' time and, by the

way, costing as much as it does, educators and parents want to be sure

the time is well spent, and that value is received by all participants.

In the next sect-Con, we will discuss one type of test which is

currently receiving a good deal of attention. Ways of establishing test

quality will also be discusssed with an eye to providing a basic intro-

duction to the kinds ofquestions which should be asked whenever more or

different testing is proposed for schools.

10



CRITERION-REFERENCED TESTS

.Criterion-referenced tests (CRTs) are'a relatively new tSipe of
4

measure. They are based upon a design wi.ich tries to assess how much a

student knows or can do, rather than how much better or worse the st6-

dent is in comparison to other students. Much work on the definition of

criterion-referenced tests has been dae, but much more is needed.

'These tests, flike other tests, are also subject to error. Theionly

provide an estimate or an approximation of how how much a student knows

os,

about a subject--like, for example, American History--because itmould

be impractical, even if it were pdssible, to test students on all facets

of that subject. The attempt in criterion-referenced tests is to arrive

at scores which have meaning with regard to a parcUlar set of-informa-

1

tion. Various ways have been described to get at what this "particular

s'et" might be. Some people have used educational objectives as the basis

of CRTs. They try to develop test items which assess a student's ability,

for'.inStance, to solve simultaneous equations. The task sounds simple,,t,

but even attemptIng to assess something as precise as equation solving

can become complicated when decisions must be made concerning the diffi-
,

culty of the material provided, the format of the test items, how the

items are put together to form the total test, and so on.

TECHNICALJEATURES OF TESTS

Test makers have identified certain general problems relating to

the development of tests and have adopted techniques to assure the

quality of, a test. These general problems are sometimes called validity,

standards, reliability, and bias.

11
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Test Validity

Test validity'is frequently defined.by posing a rather simple

question: "Does the test measure what it is supposed to measure?" The

problems arise when one begins to speculate on how we might go about

answering this question. The simplest task would involve looking at

test items and seeing if the items seem to measure what they are sup-
,

posed to. Does a CRT designed to assess subtraction skills require that

students solve problems requiring subtraction? The answer to Ithis

question may be made fairly easily if the test consists of sets of

numbers requiring subtraction computatiOns. But the issue becOmEs more

complex when the test's items consists of wordtproblems. Then the

question becomes: How much of a student's score relates to ability to

read as oppos'ed to ability o subtract?

Another pr;oblem resides in the fallibilitY of human judgment. How

often would a group of experts looking at the same test agree that it

does indeed measure what it is supposed to measure? Until recently,

techniques fbr getting at such judgments were very primitive, and con-

sisted of on-off choices: a test item was either satisfactory or it was

out. More recent work has attempted to focus the attention of judges on

specific aspects of the test items: for example, whether the content

covered represents the full range of the content intended, whether the

format and directions for the test are appropriate for the students

being tested, whether he lliguage level required for performance is

appropriate, and whether -Vie intellectual level of the test item is the

same as
3

provided in the.objective or test specifications.
'

the problem of validity'inspired some work in a sub-specieS'of

criterion-referenced testing called domain-refcrenced testing. Domain-

12



referenced tests (RRTs)-are built by following specifications, Much as a

house is created from a blueprint. Features of these test blueprints

vary, depending uptin their designers, but they almost all have certain

essential characteristics:

1. Items a're referenced in terms of specific intellectual ldvel:

that is, the test may measure recall of information, applica-

.

tion of information, or some higher order problem solving

skills. VariOus strategies have been developed for deciding

on intellectual level;.the two most popular were developed by

Benjamin Blbom and Robert Gagng.

2. Items are referenced in terms of the performance expected:

that is, what the student is asked to do on the testselecting

an answer from a set of alternatives, for instance. As

happens, there are some vocal and persuasive critics who think

multiOle choice tests should not be used at all since they do

not represent the reality of most tasks which confront people.

3. Items are usually referenced to the content they are supposed

to cover. Thus it can be determined irthe items are represen-
. *

tative of the full range of information that the student is

supposed to have and if they are fair in that they do not

focus on sMall bits
4

of information.

4. Items are subjected to scrutiny in terms of the way correct"

answers are determined: Is there a rule for knowing the cor-

rect answer when you see one? How are "wrong" answers, perhaps

provided as foils in a multiple choice items developed? Are

there regularities so that students whO'consistently select a

certain kind of wrong answer would provide good information to

13



'the teacher ebout needed changes in instruction? In a writing

task, for instance, one might ask what criteria are used to

determine whether the paper passeS. SentenCe structure,

spelling, and punctuation are all common criteriC but does

, thespecificati.on also intend that coherence, organiiation,

supporting detail, and point of view be included?

Further research will probably generate other dimensions but at the

moment, the four previously described seem to represent a precis of the

most common components of domain-referenced testing.

Sometimes people establish "domains" empirically. Someone may

dccide'that "reading" means uttering aloud sentences found'on the' front

page of the New York Times. That would be a domain specification, ana

we certainly would know instantly fl'ow to determine whether an item (or

sentence) was fair. Others may generate algorithms, Or rules, to decide

what a domain is. A simple algorithm might be that all words that-start

with a single consonant and,have a consonant-vowel-consonant pattern

(like a special favorite,."cat") would fit. These algorithms might be'

amplified, for instance, to exclude any nonsense words (like "lat") or

'any words which appear in the c011d's primer (like "let"). Certainly,

many, more complex algorithms or rules have been generated.

Among the problems with domain-reference and, in some respects,

with certain criterion-referenced tests, is the issue of homogeneity.

Homogeneity simply means sameness, as particles in homogenized milk are

thought ideallyto be the same. Some proponents think that the difficulty

.of items from a CRT or DRT should be the same. 'Item homogeneity can be

judged, again using a set of specifications by which to compare items.
4

Item homogeneity can also be determined using empirical methods. Empirical

14



techniques reqUire that student performance samples-7their actual

responses to items-be collected and.analyzed. In.the most absolute

sense, we would expect students to perform similarly on all test items

from a single domain. But just as we know there is variation in the'

size of particles making up milk,,we also know that certain bits of

content are likely to be harder than others. The problem 20 + 30 is ,

easier than the problem 78 + 45: even thought the content specification

might say "pair of two digit numbers." While,it is probably possible to

analyze problems so as to produce homogeneity or equal difficulty, the

great numbers of domains which would have to be separately prepared

makes the task an,impractical one. Another issue is the desire for

generalization or transfer. We would hope tha+ when students learn to

add such probleMs, they would then be able to.transfer their skill to a

wide rande of similar problems. ome test makers argue therefore for a

tradeoff of specificity (and gqual difficulty) for transfer.

Other factors must be taken'into account in the validity issue.

Ong has to do with the varia-pions that stUdents might have in their

instructional backgrounds. Theoretically, we would like the student to

have no experience with an item (and receive zero on a test administered

before instruction) and great skill with the item (demonstrated by

.perfect response) following instruction. But pep le know things in-bits

and pieces, and someone js always a little more experienced than another

in every area. Thus, the perfect case of complete failure and complete

perfeCtion rarely holds in test practice. The problem is furthgr com-

plicated because all of us want to be able t 'val,idate" a test against

the kind of ideal instruction which should be offered in a particular

area. Such validation can never be complete, for how are we to know

15' /



what "good" instruction is? Despite the fact that quality inferred for

instruction and quality inferred for test items are always mixed up, or

confounded, people do make approximations, and look for, in general,

.

improvemedts of a group from pre- to post-instructional testing.

01,

Setting Standards

,A related and similarly confusing issue is the setting of standards.

A standard in testing means the same thing as it does in common English:

a point against which performance is to be measured. Standard setting'

can be based upon experiential or more rigorous empirical information.

In experiential standard setting, educators and others decide upona

criterion for determining the score a student muSt attain to pass a

test--for certification, for example. A-commonly used criterion is the

70 percent level of performance. This standard corresponds to what is
. -

usually,considered a "C" in the grading of public school academic per-

formance; yet in the classroom, a "C" usually conifftes an average score

rather than a barely passing score. Since conventiongand habit play an

important role'in this form of standard setting, some of the implications

might be explored. The charge of 'arbttrariness" is often leveled at

standards of this soit, particularly when students may be adversely

affected, e.g., denied a high school diploma. One might argue that 68

percent isn't really all that much different from 70'percent and so the

question arises as to whether a student who.achieves at that level

should also pass. Sueh arguments are not easy to live with, and the

Only sensible reply usually relates-to the need for some standard plus

the conven ional approval given the level of choice.

An iss e relatedto this forrof standard setting i-s- the posSibility

of manipulation of performance. An interesting example occurred in some

16 f*, ,



of the early days of programmed instruction where the military adopted a

90 percent student performance stahdard for the evaluation of training

materials. When such a standard was difficultto achieve, the items on

the test were sometimes simplified, allowing the performance level to be

"magically" met. Having a clear set of test specifications or item

preparation rules reduces this type of iiractice, but most school systems

have not developed their materials in such a way that test item manipu-

Iation is precluded.

A second kind of performance standard,setting derives broadly from

empirical informationinformation about what students actually do. For

instance, existing information which reveals that students are presently

able to read certain word lists with 75 percent accuracy is used to

s

justify t,he seledtion of a'standard pegged to current ability. On the

on'e hand, this kind of procedure seems to assure that the system will

"maintain" a level of performance,'even in the face of different types

of entering students. On the other hand, using existing performance as

a basis for standard setting can be seen as a way to perpetuate the

status quo rather than as a way to encourage renewed effort.

Another empirical procedure that could be used to set student

standards is to identify A Subgroup known or thought to be performing at

a,desir4able level. In written language, for instance, standards might be

set by inspecting the quality of work of students who are entering

college or who may have passed some other test presumed to be valid.

This "master4y" group's performance can set a standard that is desirable

for the largerpopulation. A more precise use of empirically oriented

standard setting involves the close examination of an operationally

.defined sudcessful grbup. For instance, the Geometry I course
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performance of students who go on to succeed in Geometry II.might b

examined. Their level of performance could then serve as the standard

for what is minimally acceptableA

It should be noted that most standard se'tting done now is of the

experiential sort, and the techniques developed for use by school people

often focus on ways of obtaining more precisely stated opinions of what

students should be able to do and how well they should be expected to

do it.

Up to this point, we have limited the discussion f standard setting

.to the area of deciding upon the level an individual student should meet

in order to be passed or certified. Again we confront the issue of test

error. Tests can misclassify students, and arbitrary standards can

increase the potential' for misclassification. People can be misclassi-

fied in two clear ways. On the one hand, a person who, if the real

truth were known, deserves to pass, might fail on the test and thus be

wrongly held back. On the other hand, a person who passes a test may,

again if,truth were available, really deserve One question is,

of course, which kind of'error is worse? The "benefit of the doubt"

point of view would hold that it is better to err in the directicin of

leniency. From this standpoint a person who wrongly passes a testt will

be in the posit4nn of having, in a sense, the benefitl,of 4aliq, in

4

his/her future life. The consequence of this sort of eeror ig that

these people may encounter frustration and future failure. For instance,

of the Geometry I gtudents who pass, those misclassified might experience

extrcme difficulty in the'next course. In the face of such difficulty,

they will probably require more assistance from the teacher, and they

may or may not be able to work hard enough to catch up. To regard this



kind of error as more serious than an error,in the othce direction, one

would have to have confidence in the test used to make the pass-fail

decision and the standard that has been set.

We, must also consider the student who fails.when he/she should have

passed and is therefore held back. This kind.of error means that the

student will be required to undergo instruction which is largely redun-

dant and an unnecessary cost, and he or she may 'suffer a morale problem

which could discOuyage persistence in an area which should be well

within his or her competency.

There are statistical methods,-based on test performance of many

students, which theoretically perMit the setting of standards to reduce

one-ar the other kind of misclassification. BeFause decisions of this

sort are generally reciprocal, it means that if we try to reduce one

kind of error, we increase the other. Some educators," therefore, prefer

the equal chance that both kinds of error will occur. It is extremely

important to remember that not only can individual items "make mistakes"

about people, but the kind of standard set can also contribute to errors

and misclassification.

Standards may also involve a more complex set of rules than simple

pass or fail. There have been cases in recent competency test develop-

ment,where standards have required a minimum average score, say 70

percent on the"entire test, and a provision that at least two thirds of

the sub-objectives have to be-met. Sometimes the arithm.etic works out

that it is impossible to do oni* without the other, but there are cases

where this further refinement of standards seems to have K.actical

importance. In effect, a joint provision of this sort means that a

student may not compensate for failing a certain portion of the test by

19 .
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doing well on another. 'While complex rules for pEmsing are not neces-

sarily seen as a virtue, the availability of alternatives should be made

known, and the rules for passing be set with as much information on

technique as possible.

There is, as previously mentioned, considerable discussion about

the use of agsingle measure, and perhaps a single standard, to make

decisions that are as complex and important as student certification.

Some school districts have adopted policies which mitigate the effect-of

a single poor test score. Some localities have decided that a "band"

should be established around the pass score. Imagine that the passscore

has been set at 75 percent. Students who score between 65.percent and

75 percent could be individually reviewed. In this review, teachers'

judgments and student performance on other indicators, such as different

tests or written assignments, coilld be studied. A decision could be

reached either to'pass the student from a review of his/her record as a

whole, or to permit the speedy readministration of the test. Such a

procedure formally recognizes the limitation of a'single test, the error

inherent in all tests, and begins to make the process more humane:if

not more sensible. The way the."band" around the pass score is set may

vary considerably, again ranging from an arbitrary decision to one based

. on some rather refined statistical procedures.; The force of this general

kind of decision, however, is to specify a margin of error and to bring

some human judgment to a process which is largely quantitative in

ortentition.

Another kind of standard which is often used in cases where test

findings have indirect effect on students is the proportion of students

meeting a criterion. For example, in evaluating the success of a school



district's reading program, a question which might be raised is "How

many students passed... Fifty.percent.... Ninety percent?" The decision

.relating to. the sufficiel :y of the proportion of passing students'can

also be arbitrary, but it hqs inherent in it the same expectations as

for a single student's passing or failing. That expectation is the

belief that below7standard perCormance imposes a requirement for remedi-

ation. In the case of a single student, clear instructional remedy

should be attempted.to bring a student's performance up to par. In the

case of a system, the expectation is that the school district will

continue to invest its time and resources in refining the program until

an established proportion of student success is achieved.

An illustration from the field of curriculum qpvelopment might

eexpand the notion. Suppose,it were decided, through some approved but

mysterious process, perhaps- even through a political process, that a

curriculum should be revised by developers until 80 percent of the

students attempting it dre successful. If on the first tryout of the

materials only 60 percent succeeded, the developers would make inferences

from performance and try.again. But then suppose, after an extended

pehod of time, tryouts, and expenditure of.resources, it became clear

that under the present conditions the curriculum would never do more

than reaqh 75 percent of the students successfully. Should the devel-

opers keep trying? Should they give up? Should the materials be dis-

carded? In the case of a school district which did not meet such a

standard, should teachel4s be given in-staff development experiences?

Should the superintendent be thrown out? Should a new school board be.

re-elected? Some of these alternatives are rather extreme, but are

provided to unaerscure the point that standards create expections, and

expections, when not met, certainly cause trouble.



One alternative to the selection of proportion-oflroup standas

yequires that an empirical base be established. For instahce, how well

do the best schools in a region do when other factors suc: as wealth

and educati"onal levels are taken into account? Maybe the proportions

achieved in those settings might be:adopted and feasibly met. Perhaps,

on the other hand, a broader based information set might be inspected.

Suppose information were kept over time about the percentage of increase

or decrease in the performance of the school district,-state, or region.

Tagging performance standards to trends of this sort might also all&

them to be more practical and, at the same time, avoid the.creation of

unreasonable expectations. Scholars in educational measurement have

attempted studies in which various procedures are used to set standards,

but the political and practical consequences of such processes must

always be kept in mind.

Test Relkiability

Test reliability is another concern which must be addressed in any

discussion of the problems of.test use. In the testing context, reli-

ability means the same as tt does in common English usage: consistency.

Test error, either within the items, on the whole test, or with regard

to a standard, depends upon the reliability of the test and.how this

feature is estimated. At a minimum, we would want a test to measure a

particular concept of competency consistently. This means that items on

the test should relate cldsely to one another and consistently assess

the student's competency. We would also want the test to be a stable

indicator of perfOrmance: For instance, a test would not be any good to

us if a student had a good chance of receiving a high score on it on one

2.2
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occasion and a very low score on another. We would expect that people,

more or less, would perform consistently on the test from one time to

another. There are numerous ways of estimating a test's reliability,

and most are based upon whether the test differentiates between high,and

low performers. Reliability can often be increased simply by adding

more items to the test. Thus, the longer the test, in general, the more

reliable it is. On the other hand, there certainly is an upper limit in

practical terms o'f.test length because of concerns for administration

time (one or twpclass sessions) and fatigue of students who May tune

out or just get too tired to give accurate responSes.

Reliability is often described in terms of a number. A test which

has test items that are perfectly consistent withrone another, or a test

which measures people from test occasion to test occasion with perfect

stability, would have a number, of +li the worse case, coniplete reversal

(the hi6hest scorer on one occasion is the lowest scorer: on the second)

would have a number of -1.. Most published tests have reliabilities of °

around +.8 or :9.

One of the problems with the standard reliability coefficient is

that:the statistical foi2mulae developed to estimate ft are most appro-

priate for norm-referenced or selection tests. Reliability coefficients

suffer when there is little spread among test score's. From the discus-
,

sion of CRTs, we 'recall that it is posSible OR those tests for people to

perform quite well if the instruction is 'successful. In an ideal case,

the sCores would not be spread out but instead wouid be clustered at the

high end of the scale. Thus, applying conventional reliability tech-

niques to a CRT would provide information which is potentially misleading.

Researchers have been exploring the creation of other ways to assess



reliability for CRTs_and newer forms of testing. Some people have

called for procedures islhich do nOt depend upon statistics at all, but

rather require the test developers to do student-by-studeht studies

without summarizing and aggregating performance over many Students: The

problem of reliability has also been assessed,in terms of setting dif-

ferent standards of performance, but as yet no generally agreed upon

solution has been found. Thus, while the concept of reliability ic

still very important, the.utility of such "good" numbers for CRTs and

DRTs is still under study.

.Test Bias

Test bias is a provocative concept., Bias is often described as

something which should be avoided at all cdsts, and a-test should be

purged of its baleful consequences. Bias literally mean the tendency

for the test to give results which systematically deviat,e in a given

direction. A test would be biased if its results were always much worse

or much better than what we expect, given some "true" estimate of student

ability. Bias of this sort is not terribly important to test.developers

and users because all persons who take the test are affected in similar

ways. But bias does became a serious issue when a test seems to provide

differential results for different groups of people. If a certain group

of people perform systematically worse on a test than other people do,

the test would be thought of as biased against members of the lowest

, scoring group. For example, if'a group of children who have been

instructed on concepts of energy do less well than should be expected on

a test, a test bias explanation is'that there is something in the way

the test itself.,was constructed that leads to the differenti 1.results.
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for the group 'in question. The idea of bias is related to the idea of

fairness. Tests, if they 4re valid, should measure fairly the concepts

and skills in question rather than "other", perhaps irrelevant, behaviors.

But test bias remains a touchy .issue. For instance, if a group of

people regularly seores lower on a partiCul&r instrument; what are the

possible explanations? As indicated, first, there may be somethingl,

wrong with the test. The test might use examples ihat are not common in

the experience of the group. The test might have'.items with especially

difficult syntax for group members. The format of the items might be

. one with which the group had little previous experience. Particular

distractors (wrong choices on a multiple choice test) might seem to be

"right" because'of a certain cultural interpretation brought to the

words6used. For example, the word "bad" can mean especially good" in

colloquial use among particular groups of people. These factors, and

others like them, represent non-essential features of test items that

might contribute to test bias. Other features of the test which might

.-,contribute to bias relate to the Use of sexist and racial stereotyping.

What other reasons are there for biased results in achievement

testing? One clear contender is the Auality of instruction which stUdents

have received. Significant performance diYferences may occur, not because

of problems with the test, but rattier because students were not given an

adequate chance to learn the material. This line of reasoning is corr.,

cerned with equity and depends upon a belief that'certain groups of

students--minority students, as an example--do not receive equal instruc-

tional opportunity. In this case, equity means that for all students

the actual delivery of instruction; including vague matters such as the

teacher's belief that students will profit and learn, is comparable to
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that received by good performers on.the test. Obviously, the extension

of bias to include not only features of tests but characteristic', oof

i-nstruction requires a broader range of ideas about how such problems

V.

might be solved.

Another issue in test bias, and a problem with all formal testing,

is the problem of inferring learning from test performance. Because,a

child does not perform well on a test does not necessarily mean that

good performance on the test is beyond the student's ability. Students

may not comply with testing requirements because of overall disaffection

with school and its routine. Thus, biased results on tests may relate

to the willingess of the student to play the game, to respond on cue and

on time in a testing situation. That decision, to play the game or not,

is a complex one and in part is based upon'ihe student's estimate that

taking the test is worthwhile, that tests previously taken have been

pleasant experiences, and that the authority imbued in the test should

be obeyed.

Another possible explanation for test bias is that students in low

performing groups are not able to-learn the Taterial because of individual

differences in ability. While a few educators have forwarded this posi-

tion, the evidence in its support is not compelling. This view assumes

a "can't do anything about it" frame of mind, a,con'tept difficult to

justify ethically. Furthermore, until the relationship among good

teaching, good learning, and test performance is untangled a little

more, our efforts should be directed to improving both the design of

tests and the Corresponding instruction to meet goals.

Returning to the test itself, how are biasing influences avoided?

Under the pressure of groups'advocating equity for women and minorities,
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test review procedures have been adopted in which test items are

inspected for possible biasing features. For example, in story problems

there have been efforts to require that roles and employment options be

equally distributed among minorities, women, and White men. Thus, in

some tests, and texts as well, more women and minorities are shown.in

technical and professional jobs, in'power positions, and'doing.more

interesting kinds of things than ever before. The linguittic and cul-

tural analyses to which most tests have been, subjected are cursory

indeed. Often, the only thing done to assure "equity", beyond rea'ing

to detect any obvious slurs in the test items:is the imposition of a

readability formUla to calibrate the test to a certain "grade level."

However, most of the techniques-in use were not developed for'the short,

staccato form of writing exhibited by test items; and tOq assurances,

even on this general level, are weak.
c:6

Work in test bias continues to go forward. However, it will prob-

,

ably oqly have significant impact when the review processess for antici-

pating bias are made more rigourous and the instructional contributInn

to test bias made more explicit.

4 TEST USE

So far, we have examined the major purposes of tests, some different

types of'tests, a particularly promising alternative to common tests-the

criterion-referenced test--and features of tests such as validity,

standards, reliabilty, and bias, There is, of course, more to come.

When one confronts the enormous amount of research effort which has been"

invested in studying tests, and at the same time imagines the time and

resources which go into'the testing activity, a logical question follows:

Are tests useful?

27.
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Tests may be useful in two distinct ways. They may have political

,utility and educational improvement uses. First of all, tests allow

school districts and other agencies to look efficient and accobntabl

Giving tests seems to be a responsible way to act; schools giving no

tests would be under suspicion (what are they trying to hide?). This

"responsible image" use of tests pertains to other government agencies

as well as schools, for tests are often used as a basis of evaluation

for innovative programs. So one major use of tests is the appearance

function.

Appearance must always be linked in one way or another with reality.

What is the reality of test use for the actual improvement of education?

To start, ,no one would make the cl'Aim that test results should be the

single most important basis for decision making, either on a poltcy

level or in the relative privacy, if not quiet, of a classroom. But the-

ev'idence so far does not even show test results as an important feature

. in instructional decision making. While analysts believe tests should

be helpful, the single most important finding in this area is that test

results are not now useful. Teachers report that tests do not help them

make decisions about students or, more importantly perhaps, decisions

about how they would address instruction. Tests seem to be regarded ai
t .

e

ah administrative burden, something that has to be "gone through" rather

'than occasions which have promise for application to teaching. Sometimes

test data a're processed and large amounts of effort go into reporting

the results so that they may be easily interpreted by teachers. T
9

date, however, there are precious few examples of school districts which

have in place testing systems that truly contribute to the improvement

of insiwuction. Just as an aside, so that it is clear that no shot is,
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being taken at teachers, the use af test results for administrative

decision making is also weak. So we are in an ihteresting and complex

position: First, tests are '-'eing administered with increasing.frequencY,

and their importance for inc ual students is on the' upswing. Second,

the quality of tests available needs significant improvement. Third,
4

there is little evidence, at present, that much sense is made of tests

by teachers and other potential information users.

Our technological selves hurry with explanations:,

1. New forms of testing (CRT/DIRT) have not beettin plade long

enough to have an impact. )(Potentially true.)

2. Teachers do not have much experience with or understapding of

the test development process. or even how to interpPet tests..

(Our research tells us this is also true.)

3. The public wants tests. (True, for the present.)

Therefore, and the leap to the therefore is long, we should develop

procedures to make test more useful for people. We might argue that we

i"4

should bring to bear all that we know about learning and persuasion to

influence teachers and administrators.to know how and to want to use

tests. We believe with training and sufficient incentives we could do

the job; Itve might conclude that it has not been very extensively tried

before. (Also true.)

Our more cynical selves might counter argue as follows: If tests

are expensive and nOt useful, why have them? Why not develop alternative

ways of assessing the-goodness of educational programs and services?

Why should we continue to persist in engineering mechanisms to support

testing in the classroom? Why don't we admit that the classroom may be

the'place where formal testing is least necessAry, given the range of

29
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informal assessments teachers daily make about thetr students? Why not

give it up and let the results of tests, given only for ceremonial

purposes, comfortably remain in the desk drawers. Let the politicaT use, ,

of fests persist. We -have better things to spend our time and money on.

t'

We are Oesently trading scarce resources for testing which seems pre-

4

'dominantly to have an image building rather than an educational function.

Why.not build images in other ways? We may have to. But for the tfme

being, the circus is in town and our job is to make it safe for students.

Routing about tests is not likely to be an effective short-run

solution. Instead, we might try a limited program (say about 10 years)

to improve the quality of tests and to explore, with open minds, whether

they should be used for the purposes we decided upon in the paSt. This

prpTORcould be based on four principles which should guide the use of

tests in schools.
,

First, tests, or their specifications, should be Fublic. All

people have the.right to know what tests are about, how performance.wil)

be judged, and how results will be used. They can use this knowledge to t4

prepare for what expected (should a high school diploma mean 7th

grade reading'abihity?) and to examine the connections among the curric-

ulum, teaching, and testing to make sure that the schools are providing

adequate experiences for all students.

Second, tests should be economical. They should be easy and prac-
,

tical to give, reasonably easy to score and interpret and thus conser-

ving of both money and time. Exploring the cheapest rather than the
-

most comprehensive ways to use tests seems to be an appl'opriate tactic

in.times of dwindling resources.

30
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Thikl, tests should relate to instruction closely and comfortably.

Thetr public nature may help in that process. We should take steps to

review the rdlationship of testing to teaching and teaching to learning

to be sure that all the connections are intact. We should continue to

explore new ways to integrate testing validly into instruction and

attempt to drop the barriers and the trappings which may keep tests froM

being as useful as they might be.

Fourth, we should be sure that the tests themselves should offer

significant experiences.to students so that what.is tested is important,

that the message carried by the tests'corresponds to what we think is

important in schools, and that the test, cri all its parts, is accurate.

These four principles, if used as a basis for the review of a

testing process, could result in significant changes in themay people

think about tests and believe in their usefulness.

ACTIVISM AND TESTING

This brief section is directed to the activist readers, those who

wish to do something about testing and tocassure that any.increase in

testing is worthy of the time and effort expended. Latent activists may

also find .the strategy presented useful. What inhibits clear public

dis'eassion of testing is the perception-that tests are arcane and mysteh-

ious entities; like the quarks in physics, and that only those who have

been initiated are allowed to discuss the topic freely and without

reproach. The research and. te,chnology which surround testing are some-

times, it is true, difficult to understand, since their language is

often equations and derivations, coefiicients and caltulations. However,

common Sense questions should be aPpropriately directed to the testing:
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process, and the belief that only the technically competent are permitted

to raise such questions should be eradicated.

Thus, a strategy is proposed which might help teachers, school

administrators, and parents begin to pierce the technological armor

which has protected tests and their developers. The secret to using 1

this strategy is not to be put off or satisfied with schdlarly answers

not conveyed in common language. Some good questions are listed below.

This set might be useful under the following conditions: \(a) when a new

test or testing program is proposed; (b) when test results are used to .

justify new action; (c) when the individual opportunities of students

and teachers are constrained by test results. Here are the questions:

1. Why do we need thi- test? What information will it provide

that we don't already have available?

9. How was this test develOped? Has it ever been shown.that

"repeated use of this test improved educatiOn (teaching and

learning)? What kinds of students participated in the develop-

ment of this test?

3. How much will this test cost, both in money and time 4taken

from other important activities? Is using this test the best

way to spend our resources?

4. How are test results reported? Is there a*way provided to

translate findings into practical course4 f acti for

students and teachers?

5. How much can we know about what is in this test?

6. How do we know the test matches the curriculum?

7. Is there is provision for discontinuing this test if it

"doesn't work out"? How will we know it isn't a good test?
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Answers to such questions may be hard to get. If these answers are

built exclusively on numbers ("the reliability coefficient is .95") or

on authority claims ("but famous person X said it was a good test"),

you may be suspicious about the reasonableness of the position. But it

is clearly important to ask questions such as those suggested so that

more tests are not piled on top of existing testing requirements.

Unless there is clear evidence that the newly proposed test will improve

the situation for any (and preferably all) of the criteria discussed

earlier--public accessibility, economy, instructional sensitivity, and

significance--one should question directly and listen hard to the answers.

The more people within a group, a group.like teachers, and the more groups,

like 'administrators, parents, students, counselors, and teachers, which

raise the issue of proliferation of testing in an open and car:eful man-

ner, the sooner the educational community may be in a position to reassure

itself about what tests are really for.
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GLOSSARY

Achievement test -- used to irjicate student knowledge or skills in a

particular subject area, e.g., mathematics. An achievement test

may be related to specific curricula or instruction; or it may

attempt to assess some general level of achievement, e.g., state

mandated achievement tests.

Aptitude test used to predict or anticipate student potential or

capacity, for successful performance or learning. Often this is

done by assessing students in important component skills or related

skills, e.g.,-verbe fluency-tests asTredictors of college success,

used for entrance.screening.

Competency test -- a type of achievement test with some predetermined

definition of what constitutes "competent" performance or with some

predetermined standard of what is acceptable as competent.perform-

ance. This standard or definition may reflect the least allowable

or lowest limit of acceptable performance. In such cases, the test

is often referred to as a minimum competency test.

Constructed item a test item for which the student must perform or

construct his/her own answer, rather than select one from given

choices. An.essay test, an oral, language test, a driving or cooking .

test may be constructed item type tests.

Criterion-referenced test -- used to describe student, performance in

terms of specific "criterion behaviors," i.e., tasks that are con-

sidered to constitute achievemem. in a particular subject area.

Criterion-referenced tests are cons&ucted from some sense of what

behaviors or skills make up a subject area. For some test devel-

opers, this may mean using behavioral objectives to construct the

test; for other test developers, a more specific.blueprint of

skills or behaviors.

Diagnostic-prescriptive test -- used to describe areas in which student.

°performance is inadequate or weak and to suggest subjet., areas

and/or methods of instruction likely to remedy the problem.
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Domain-referenced test -- this phrase is often used interchangeably with

criterion-referenced test; however, a dumain-referenced tesi ts

more specifically tied to the subject area (domain) by more detailed

definitions of behaviors and skills of the domain and the conditions

under which they are performed. These detailed definitions, called

domain specifications, provide guidelines that suggest tasks or

test items. A sample of domain-referenced items, i.e., a domain-

referenced test, is taken as evidence of student ability in the

domaih-or subject area. Furthermore, these domains may be made

public.

Item difficulty -- is determined by the percentage of individuals who

'aget an item right. If hinety percent of the examinees were to

answer an item correctly, the iteM would be easy. Conversely, if
t

only ten percent of the examinees were able to an:zwflr it correctly,

the item would be difficult.

Norm-referenced test used for making judOents of relative achievement

or relatiVe worth of a student, class, school, or district by com-

paring that one score against the distribution of scores for some

larger grbup of comparable students, classes, schools, or districts.

Comparison results are often reported as percentiles or stanines.

Reliability -- refers to the consistency of test results; that is, to what

extent a student's test score varies due to chance or.test error.

Equivalent forms reliability is established by giving two forms

(equivalent or parallel) of a test to.the same person and deter-

mining the consistency or agreement of the results.

Internal consistency reliability occurs when most items on a test

measure essentially the same thing. It consists of high correlation

of scores on the different items within the test.

Test-retest reliability occurg when the same test is readministered

to the same students after a time interval and produces consistent

results.

Validity -- refers to how well a test accomplishes its aim; that is, the

extent to which a test truly measures what it claims to measure.

This quality is crucial to all tests.


